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For the security of your phone conversations, the XCell Dynamic IMEI Phone allows you to achieve a high level of protection against the risks of interceptions, now more and more common when you use an unprotected mobile phone. 
This cell phone intended for protection of conversations against the control through the operator, and as through any 
GSM interceptor or IMSI/IMEI catcher. The phone will alert you if either an SMS / text message, outgoing or incoming 
call is made via such GSM interception technology. The XCell Dynamic IMEI Phone guarantees that your calls and 
text messages are 100% confidential from any 3rd party interception or IMSI/IMEI catchers. The phone will 
immediately alert you in real time of any attempt to intercept your communications.

How does it work?

XCell Dynamic IMEI is capable to detect any changes made by a GSM interceptor on a GSM network, in order to 
register or attract the phone on the fake network (GSM Interceptor Proximity Alert). Phone registration on a new BTS 
(the fake BTS generated by a GSM interceptor) is an automated process and this behavior is absolutely common on 
any cell phone. Any cell phone will automatically choose the most powerful GSM signal, which in case of interception 
is generated by the GSM interceptor. GSM interceptors (active and semi active ones) are forcing the cell phone 
handover by suppressing the real network signal with a powerful signal and by mimicking network parameters: MCC, 
MNC and LAC. But the ARFCN (communications pair channels) and Cell ID are changed in order to force the phone 
to send registration requests on the “new” BTS. XCell Dynamic IMEI is detecting this changes and will warn you: 
an discrete open lock icon will be displayed on the home screen. Same open discrete lock icon will be displayed on 
active call, in case of call interception (Call Interception Alert).

Along with the home screen warning display, the phone it warns you by sound/vibrations alert.

If the network characteristics change i.e. using a GSM interceptor or IMSI catcher, or any method to try and trick the 
SIM into changing to a breakable A5-2 encryption, the phone will detect this and alert the user via an alarm, vibration 
or display a screen message. No calls or SMS’s can then be made. The handset will also randomly change the IMEI 
on each call, or you may specify an IMEI. A good way to confirm the handset does indeed actually change the IMEI 
and not just give the appearance of a different IME,I is to assign a known blocked or stolen IMEI to the handset. 

Please note that no calls can be made as long as the phone is under surveillance and no SMS can be sent, as active security measure. In case you still want to made and receive calls and send/receive messages, please change phone settings as following: Extra Menu > enter password > A5 tracer > A5 change alert > uncheck HandOff option by 
checking any other alerting option. Conversation automatically breaks in case of phone interception and HandOff 
option is checked.
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FEATURES:

Dynamic IMEI

Dynamic IMEI feature is intended for protection of conversations against the control and interception through a GSM interceptor.

In order to intercept your phone the GSM interceptor is using following identifiers:

Your phone number (off air it is not transferred, but the operator knows it);
IMSI — unique SIM registration number;
IMEI — unique phone registration number, other than phone number which is contained by SIM.

If you change IMEI and insert a new bought SIM (a pre pay one), then all phone identifiers vary. Therefore the 
operator does not know, whom it is necessary to put on the surveillance.

If you have changed only SIM or only have changed IMEI will give you nothing, and you will continue to be monitorised, 
as though you changed nothing.

If you simultaneous change IMEI and SIM, that will allow you to avoid any GSM interception. As all your phone 
identifiers have changed (which has been registered previously into the target selection list of a GSM interceptor), the 
GSM interceptor operator needs to make additional efforts in order to receive and register your new identifiers. 
Besides, the system operator can not understand that has lost the control over your phone.

A5 tracer

This feature is intended for phone protection against the interception performed with active and semi active GSM interceptors.

The active interception systems emulates base station (BTS) and forces phones to work not through the real base 
station, but through this equipment — a false base station. Mobile phones can not distinguish between a false BTS (a 
GSM interceptor) and a real one. They are choosing to register on a BTS only by power level. As long as a GSM 
interceptor is having on a certain area the strongest signal, then all mobile phones within the area will register on that 
false BTS emulated by the interceptor.
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The false base station can:

- to switch off A5/1 ciphering algorithm;

- to lower ciphering algorithm to weaker A5/2 one;

- to not change ciphering (fully passive GSM interceptors).

The most widespread interception systems are that ones which are lowering ciphering level from A5/1 to A5/2 on a 
constant basis, or just for a period of time needed for calculation of a session key (Kc) and ciphering key (Ki) that is 
stored on the SIM. XCell Dynamic IMEI Phone can detect ANY active or active GSM interceptors, doesn't matter type, 
manufacturer or other technical characteristics.

GSM Interceptor Proximity Alert

       The phone will display on home screen an open lock icon and will warn you by sound alarm and vibration.

       Same warning icon will be displayed in case of inteception carried out by your GSM provider (network operator).

Call Interception Alert 

       During the call, the phone will display on home screen an open lock icon. The icon means your calls and 
messages are not anymore protected by GSM A5/1 encryption as usual and your phone is subject of an active 
interception.

       Please note: On standby mode the phone will display the warning icon because there is no communications to be encrypted by the network. This is a normal behaviour.

       During the call or SMS sending/receiving, will be displayed a green lock icon which means that A5/1 encryption is provided by the GSM network and your communications are not intercepted. If icon remains red, that means your 
phone is subject of an active interception performed by a GSM Interceptor or by your GSM provider.
       
       If XCell Dynamic IMEI phone is intercepted by a GSM Interceptor, by lowering the encryption level from the strong 
A5/1 to the weaker A5/2 (which can be easely and quickly decrypted in real time), then a warning yellow lock is 
displayed.
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        In case your XCell Dynamic IMEI phone is registered on a GSM network that provide the weaker encryption 
algorythm A5/2 (China, India, etc.), the phone will display on home screen an yellow lock icon.

All warning icons will be displayed along with sound/message/vibration alert.
Please note that no calls can be made as long as the phone is under surveillance and no SMS can be sent, as active security measure. In case you still want to made and receive calls and send/receive messages, please change phone settings as following: Extra Menu > enter password > A5 tracer > A5 change alert > uncheck HandOff option by 
checking any other alerting option. Conversation automatically breaks in case of phone interception and HandOff 
option is checked.

SPECIAL PHONE MENU














MENU ACCESS STEPS

1. Select the “Menu” button from the phone home screen;
2. Select the “Settings” icon;
3. Select the “Phone Settings” option;
4. Select the “Extra” option;
5. Enter the password. By default the password is “1234”.
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Please see below for additional information regarding the various features and associated options.

1. IMEI

This is the mobile phone electronic serial number which is sent to the network. This can be used by a GSM interceptor 
or IMSI/IMEI catcher to establish that you are using the same physical phone but you could be changing the SIM 
therefore it will give the GSM interceptor a “usually” constant value to latch onto when attempting to re-identify you.

IMEI menu is having five settings:

Random always: IMEI will be changed as well on every call or SMS. This mode is not recommended for constant use. 
If you do not change SIM, and IMEI varies constantly, those who supervises your phone will pay attention to it. They 
will see that you for each new call use new phone, and it looks suspiciously.�

Random on first request: IMEI will change when network requests an update called LUR (Location Update Request), 
which is happening time to time. This mode is recommended for constant use.

User define: Phone IMEI can be manually defined by the user.

Stay original: Phone IMEI always remains original. 
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Custom operator name: operator name displayed on the phone home screen.












2. A5 tracer

This feature is intended for phone protection against the interception performed with active and semi active GSM interceptors.

The active interception systems emulates base station (BTS) and forces phones to work not through the real base 
station, but through this equipment — a false base station. Mobile phones can not distinguish between a false BTS (a 
GSM interceptor) and a real one. They are choosing to register on a BTS only by power level. As long as a GSM 
interceptor is having on a certain area the strongest signal, then all mobile phones within the area will register on that 
false BTS emulated by the interceptor.

The false base station can:

- to switch off A5/1 ciphering algorithm;- to lower ciphering algorithm to weaker A5/2 one;

- to not change ciphering (fully passive GSM interceptors).

The most widespread interception systems are that ones which are lowering ciphering level from A5/1 to A5/2 on a 
constant basis, or just for a period of time needed for calculation of a session key (Kc) and ciphering key (Ki) that is 
stored on the SIM. XCell Dynamic IMEI Phones can detect ANY active or active GSM interceptors, doesn't matter type, 
manufacturer or other technical characteristics.
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2. A5 tracer

Enter A5 tracer menu:  Menu > Settings > Phone settings > Extra > enter password >A5 tracer.












This feature is intended for phone protection against the interception performed with active and semi active GSM interceptors.

The active interception systems emulates base station (BTS) and forces phones to work not through the real base 
station, but through this equipment — a false base station. Mobile phones can not distinguish between a false BTS (a 
GSM interceptor) and a real one. They are choosing to register on a BTS only by power level. As long as a GSM 
interceptor is having on a certain area the strongest signal, then all mobile phones within the area will register on that 
false BTS emulated by the interceptor.

An IMEI/IMSI catcher or GSM interceptor (acting like a false base station) can:

- to switch off A5/1 ciphering algorithm;
- to lower ciphering algorithm to weaker A5/2 one;
- to not change ciphering (fully passive GSM interceptors).


The most widespread interception systems are that ones which are lowering ciphering level from A5/1 to A5/2 on a 
constant basis, or just for a period of time needed for calculation of a session key (Kc) and ciphering key (Ki) that is 
stored on the SIM.
XCell Dynamic IMEI Phone can detect ANY active or active GSM interceptors, doesn't matter type, manufacturer or 
other technical characteristics.
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A5 tracer menu is having two settings:

1. A5 profiles;2. A5 change alert.

1. A5 profiles.













The GSM ciphering algorithm is called A5. There are four variants of A5 in GSM, only first three of which are widely deployed: 

A5/0: no ciphering at all;
A5/1: strong(er) ciphering, intended for use in North America and Europe;
A5/2: weak ciphering, intended for use in other parts of the world, but now deprecated by the GSMA;
A5/3: even stronger ciphering with open design.

A5 tracer feature is used to detect a change in encryption – A5.1 (most secure), A5.2 (less secure) & A5.0 (no 
security). GSM Interceptors will usually drop encryption to A5.2 or to no encryption at all. It is necessary to adjust 
profiles for each operator whom you will use.

Edit: change network name for associated SIM or enable/disable A5 encryption.

Create: create a profile which includes the available A5 encryption and associated network name.�At this point, phone 
will start call number 1111 , as you can see above. During each call the device will inform base station that it supports 
only defined level of ciphering also looks that the base station will answer. Thus, phone finds out what ciphering 
algorithms are supported by the given operator, and what ciphering algorithm is included at the operator by default. 
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In menu A5 profiles there is a line with a name of the operator. If choose this line, and then go to options - edit, the 
window where we see what ciphering algorythms will open the operator supports. The line A5.1 support or A5.2 
support becomes accessible. We can choose manually any algorythm, if both of them are supported by the operator. 
The asterisk indicates the actual ciphering algorythm used by the GSM network, by default.















Algorythm A5.1 is the stongest one used by GSM networks. A5.2 is a weaker algorythm and can be cracked in real 
time by any GSM interceptor. The asterisk on the right indicates that the given ciphering algorythm is used by operator, 
by default.

Such operation should be made for all SIM you will use. For this purpose it is necessary to insert into device the SIM 
and then open for it the profile settings. 

ATTENTION! This settings should be done in a safe area. You need to make sure that no IMEI/IMSI catcher or GSM interceptor is working nearby. Please choose carefully the time and the place you do this.

Remove: delete a previously created profile.
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2. A5 change alert

This settings lets you choose the alert type which warns you when your phone is intercepted by a GSM interceptor or IMEI/IMSI catcher. It is necessary to enter in A5 change alert settings and then in the opened window to choose alert 
type.













No alert — there is no alert;
Message — When the phone conversation begins, on phone screen pops up the message «Attention»;
Audio & Vibra — sound and vibration alert;
Audio — sound alert;
Vibra — vibrations alert;
HandOff — phone conversation automatically breaks.



A small lock icon can be seen at the top of the phone home screen. This is used as a visual indication of the available 
GSM network encryption which is available when in a call, and will remain red when the phone is not in a call (on 
standby mode). This will remain red if no encryption is available (A5/0), change to yellow if weaker encryption is 
available (a5/2) or change to green if the strongest encryption A5/1 encryption is available.

If during the call the lock icon remains red, that means your phone is tapped. Same for yellow lock, if your A5 profile settings are A5/1 support. When you initially switch on the phone with a different SIM card inserted, you will receive a constant A5 encryption alert. This is normal, please switch off/on the phone and alert will clear. 
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Quick Setup

1. Insert the SIM card. A constant alert will be displayed on the phone home screen. Restart the phone in order to 
clear the alert.

2. Create A5 profile (see page 8). If you are using a prepaid SIM card then make sure there is credit available in order 
to for the phone to be able to analyse the associated GSM network.

3. On created profile, go to “Profile name” and select A5.1 support option.

4. Select A5 change alert and go to Alert mode. Select alert mode you want.

5. On IMEI settings go to “Change IMEI mode” and choose ”Random on first request”, for phone constant use 
(see page 5, 6).

6. Insert Custom operator name (optional).
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